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I. SUMMARY

The basic problems of Point Roberts stem from the fact
that the Point is not only physically removed from the
United States mainland, but that it is a natural part of a
dormitory and recreational suburb of Vancouver,

Canada.

As

a result of its geographic location, Canadians, over the
years, have been purchasing property on the Point (for the
most part for summer homes) where they now consume a

considerable proportion of the limited water resources and
other services.

In addition there_is, every fine weekend

in summer, a Canadian tourist influx of between ten and

twenty thousand persons who put additional pressure on the
Point's resources.

In short, the pressure of Canadian

usage of the Point has been in considerable measure
responsible for the reference to the International Joint
Commission.

.

An apparently obvious solution to the problems of the

Point would be to sell, or lease the area to Canada, or
otherwise effect a transfer of territory with Canada.
’ this were possible,most,

if not all,

If

of the specific

prOblems referred to the International Point Roberts Board
could be solved.
U.S.

However, the Board was early told by its

section that it could not accept such a solution and

that other solutions should be pursued.

Y‘

The next set of possibilities which had to come under
review were those associated with private development of
The

critical factor required for such a development was water,
(for all purposes,

including a sewage system) which would

have to be supplied from either Canada or the United States,
Canada being the apparently obvious source.
quickly discovered however,

The Board

that Canadian authorities, federal

and provincial, were strongly of the opinion that any increase
in population could only multiply the problems which had
caused the reference to the International Joint Commission
and, as a consequence, were as little disposed to supply
water for increased population as the U. S. authorities were
disposed to sell, lease or exchange the property.
It became apparent therefore, that private development
of Point Roberts to accommodate a substantial increase in
population could only take place if water were made available
from the U. S. mainland and that even then the Canadian
authorities, regional, provincial and federal, would deplore
the additional burden on Canadian public facilities, roads
and services.

However it was recognized that if a developer

could supply the financing and meet the requirements of the
State of Washington, private development could come to pass
without international consultation and cooperation.

That

is to say that Point Roberts is entitled to seek solutions

’—_

the Point as a residential and recreational enclave.

to

its own problems,

as it sees them,

if it can obtain

adequate financial assistance from the Government of the
State of Washington, and from the United States Government -

or from a private developer with the basic means to provide
the services required.
territory,

But as the transfer of the

from the U. S. point of view, or substantial

increase in the population of the Point, from the Canadian
point of view, were not regarded as either the best or the
only means of solving the problems that currently afflict

the Point, the Board concluded that some other longvrange
solution should be considered for which financial resources

might be found outside Point Roberts.

This led to exploring

a genuinely international solution which might satisfy both

the basic U. S.
situation.

and Canadian concerns about the contemporary

If Point Roberts were to become part of an

international park system, with demonstrable benefits to both
the United States and Canada, the necessary resources could
potentially come from both countries.

AN INTERNATIONAL PARK SYSTEM

With the foregoing in mind,the Canadian and U. 8.
Sections of the Board, with the approval of the Commission,

called upon the National Park Services of Canada and the

United States to develop conceptual studies exploring whether
' Point Roberts could be the focal point of a parks system
astride the border which would offer environmental,
o

recreational, and long-term development advantages attractive
to both countries.

The Joint Study was completed in draft

and made available to the Board at the end of March of this
year.

The Board has carefully examined the possibilities

developed in the Joint Study and has concluded that,

insofar

as the Governments of Canada and the United States are
concerned,

there are numerous and important long-term

advantages for both countries in adopting certain of the
proposals set forth in the Joint Study.
tives outlined in that study,

Of all the alterna-

the one which seemed most

attractive to the Board was Concept B.

The chief attraction

to the Board of Concept B is that it brings together
widespread American and Canadian concern, particularly in the
pacific region, for the conservation of the inland waters
and islands of one of the world's finest recreational areas.
The geographic area included in Concept B in the Joint
Study stretches from Gabriola Island to Whidbey Island in the
San Juan-Gulf Islands Archipelago.

From west to east the

area stretches from Vancouver Island to the mainland coast
of the State of Washington.

All told, the area includes

approximately 3,000 square miles.

More than half of the

area is water.
Concept B can most accurately be described as a
conservation and recreation area.
the existing public parks

It would include all of

(there are some 90 public parks

already established in the area).

It would also include

all existing bird sanctuaries and wildlife refuges in the

area of which there are approximately fifteen.

The

geographic area of Concept B contains a number of existing

communities.

The park system envisaged in Concept B would

leave such established communities essentially undisturbed.
In addition to the above mentioned existing park
elements, Concept B would, however,

call for public owner—

ship over certain additional land areas identified as

possessing substantial conservation and recreation value.
Moreover, Concept B would call for the establishment of a
number of recreational facilities such as marinas, bathing

beaches, and underwater areas not now existing.

The major objective of this international concept would
be to preserve the existing attractive characteristics of
the island archipelago region astride the border including

the preservation of marine and landrbased wildlife,
archaeological and historic resources, and the maintenance
of water quality Standards.

The Board recommends that the headquarters area for
the park system should include the U. S. portion of the
Point Roberts peninsula and an equivalent contiguous area
in Canada along the shores of Boundary Bay.

The operation

and maintenance of the headquarters area would be the
responsibility of a bicnational forum composed of three (3)

qualified Canadian citizens and three (3) United States
citizens.

Among the advantages of Concept B, in the view of the

Board, are the following:
1.

Concept B in the Joint Study, which includes

Point Roberts,

its environs,

and the island archipelago, would

provide farsighted protection of the environment in a part
of North America that is most worthy of protection and is in

foreseeable danger of environmental degradation.
2.

Concept B would provide a desirable recreational

area for the burgeoning metropolitan area stretching from
Vancouver to Seattle, an area which has a current population
of 2,898,000 million and a projected population 10 years
from now of 3,267,120 million.

The water area covered under

Concept B would be a boon for the boat owning and bOatISing
public of the area.

3.

The financing of Concept B can only become more

costly with each year that passes.
4.

The proposals in the Joint Study assume that, if

adopted by the two Federal Governments and the provincial
and the State governments,

adequate water supplies where

necessary could be imported from British Columbia, which is the
logical source of water for Point Roberts.
5.

Under Concept B other problems currently affecting

Point Roberts could readily be dealt with as experience

under these proposals indicated or suggested.

6.

Concept B lends itself to the preservation of

wildfowl and fish habitats which are unique on the North
American Continent.
7.

Concept B can be made sufficiently flexible to

take into account the reasonable needs and desires‘of
' present year-round residents of Point Roberts as well as
other property owners.

ADMINISTRATIVE ARRANGEMENTS
FOR AN INTERNATIONAL PARK SYSTEM
The established capability of existing agencies on
both sides of the border should be utilized in carrying out
the conservation of recreational, wildlife and historic
resources in the study area with the exception of the
headquarters area described above.

The headquarters area

should be operated and maintained by the bi-national forum
as previously discussed.

The bi-national forum should also

provide full coordination of park and conservation planning,
administration,

and management of conservation areas of both

countries as necessary.

To accomplish this objective an

instrument or instruments would have to be created

(perhaps

adapted from the model of Campobello International Park)
for the administration of Point Roberts and contiguous areas
of Boundary Bay (where the park headquarters and marine
customs office should be set up), and for consultation
leading to complementary action in the rest of the area,

incial, county and
by the various national, state, prov
Once an international park
regional authorities involved.
is established, private development,

to the extent compat-

on arrangements.
ible, could take place under concessi
A STATE PARK

cting Point
Other possible solutions to problems affe

es listed above,
Roberts, while not offering the advantag
ial improvements for
nevertheless could bring about substant
of the problems now
Point Roberts and indeed eliminate many
existing there.

for development
A State Park with adequate provisions
lve many, if not all,
phasing and lifetime tenancy could reso
Roberts..
of the problems currently affecting Point

It is

solution would be
nevertheless clear that such a State Park
so, in terms of
very expensive, and perhaps prohibitively
cted to serve.
the number of U. S. citizens it could be expe
y, the estimated
In brief, as pointed out in the Joint Stud
e high considcost of land in Point Roberts alone "is quit
on wide."
ering how one might spend park dollars regi
In addition,

there would of course be the infrastructure

with a police
costs of a water and sewage system coupled

system.

d
As the majority of the users of such a park woul

likely be Canadian citizens,

its financing could pose a

ngton State
political as well as financial problem for Washi
authorities.
limited to the

Finally, as noted in the Joint Study, a park
3151 acres

of Point Roberts alone could

"attract great numbers of visitors and exchange the present
problem of residence use and water shortage for a problem
of recreational users

.”

REGULATION PRIVATE DEVELOPMENT

Private development on Point Roberts with sufficient

financial resources to provide, perhaps jointly with the
State and with Whatcom County, adequate water supplies and
a sewage system would have the obvious advantage of placing
the least possible burden on public revenue resources.

On

the other hand, unless private development were carefully

regulated by appropriate State and County authorities, it
could lead to a long'term worsening of the situation at
Point Roberts.

However, with a population increase permitted

up to possibly twenty or twenty~five thousand, a privately
developed but State regulated community at Point Roberts
could be expected to support its own adequate school system,
fire and police departments, and possibly other public
services (such as health services) which might be based
elsewhere in Whatcom County but with branches in Point

Roberts.

A possibly important disadvantage to regulated

private development is that,

if past growth trends were to

continue, a future Point Roberts with a resident population
of, say 20,000, would be composed largely of Canadian

citizens.

They would, of course, continue to be subject to

United States and local laws and regulations and would
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continue to be without a vote despite the fact that they
could, of course, participate
they do at present.

In brief,

in community discussions as
such a future Point Roberts

could turn out to be simply a magnified version of the
present situation even though adequate public services were
available to it.

It should be noted that neither a State Park system
for Point Roberts nor a private development of Point Roberts
could expect to draw on the resources of British Columbia
or the Federal Government of Canada.
Finally,

if environmental considerations and the fore—

seeable recreational needs of the area are taken into account,
a solution limited to Point Roberts itself would, acre for
acre and person for person, be the most expensive possible
way to go about solving the current critical problems of
Point Roberts.

OTHER SPECIFIC PROBLEMS
REIKTTNC‘TO"ROTNT~ROBERTS
Of the approaches regarded as possible, an international
park, a state park, or a state regulated private development,
the international park solution.smmm to offer the best
possibility of ameliorating most,

if not all,

of the five

specific problem areas listed in the Commission's directive
to the Board.

A gradual reduction of the resident population

of Point Roberts, envisaged under either an international or

- 11 _

state park arrangement, would,

in and of itself, reduce

problems relating to customs laws and regulations, employment,
health and medical services, and law enforcement.

Existing

arrangements for supply of electric power and telephone
service do not present a major problem and, of course, need
not under a park system,

international or state.

A private

ﬂ

developer might find difficulty in getting these services

h

increased for a resident population larger than the present

b

one.

PROTECTION OF RIGHTS OF LOCAL CITIZENS,
OTHER RESIDENTS AND PROPERTY OWNERS

1
%
J

'l

Under any of the above three possible solutions to the

\
|
|

problems of Point Roberts the rights of local citizens,
other residents, and property owners would be protected

t

either by federal law or state or provincial law or both.

I

Land acquisition, for example, would be subject to normal
procedures for condemnation.

As any international arrangement

would call for action by both the U. S. Congress and the
Canadian Parliament, public hearings, in advance of legislation, would be held by the appropriate legislative committees
in both countries.
In the case of the creation of a state park,

similar

procedures would be followed.
In the case of state regulated private development,
new zoning, land use, shoreline management, and environmental
impact regulations would call for public hearings.

I
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in
Finally, a case or cases could be filed in court
rights had
the event a resident or property owner felt his
been interfered with.

II.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The Board first considered the possibility of leasing,
selling or otherwiseeffecting a transfer of Point Roberts,
Washington to Canada.
Board, however,

The United States Section of the

opposed this on the grounds that other

solutions could and should be found which would not involve
a transfer of territorial sovereignty.
The Board then considered the advantages and disadvan—
tages inherent in three other possible long term solutions

to the problems of Point Roberts.
(1) private development of Point Roberts to accommodate
a sufficient increase in the population of Point
Roberts to justify the provision of normal public
services there such as an adequate water supply
and waste disposal system, fire and police
protection,

school facilities,

etcetera;

(2) the establishment of a state park at Point Roberts;
(3) the creation of an international park system
astride the border of which Point Roberts would be
a part.
It is the Board's considered view for the reasons set
forth in the Summary (Section I) and elsewhere in this report
that the balance of advantages as between the three above

- 14 _

mentioned possible long—term solutions lies heavily in favor

of the creation of an international park system which would
include Point Roberts as an integral part.
It should be noted that the first two of the three

long-term solutions mentioned above, private deve10pment or
the establishment of a State Park, would not require international consultation and cooperation.

However, the Canadian

Section of the Board has made it clear that Canadian authori-

ties, regional, provincial and federal, would deplore the
additional burden on Canadian public facilities, roads and
services that a

substantial increase in the present population

of Point Roberts would impose

(see Appendix A).

RECOMMENDATlONS
The Board accordingly recommends:

(1) that the Commission support the establishment of an
international conservation and recreation area
astride the U. S.-Canadian border which would include
Point Roberts;

(2)

that the Commission specifically endorse Concept B as
outlined in the Joint Study prepared by the National
Park Services

of Canada and the United States and as

developed in Section VI of this Report of the Board;

(3)

that the Commission endorse the establishment through
federal legislation in both countries of a bi-national

forum whose functions would be to maintain

and operate

-15-

a headquarters area astride the border at Point Roberts
and to make recommendations regarding other areas
encompassed in Concept B.

_

III.

..

REFERENCE OF POINT ROBERTS PROBLEMS BY THE GOVERNMENTS
OF CANADA AND THE UNITED STATES TO THE INTERNATIONAL
JOINT COMMISSION

In their reference dated 21 April 1971 to the International
Joint Commission,

the United States and Canadian Governments

requested the Commission to make a study of those problems

created by the presence and location of the international
boundary at Point Roberts and to make recommendations for the
alleviation of such problems which included:
(1)

The application of the customs laws and
regulations of the United States and Canada
with respect to the transportation of
goods, particularly perishable foodstuffs
and tools and equipment used in connection
with the trade or business of the person
transporting the same into and out of
Point Roberts.

(2)

The regulations governing employment in
Canada of residents of Point Roberts and
in Point Roberts of Canadian citizens
resident in and around Point Roberts.

(3)

Problems of health and medical services
including the following:
(a) Limitations in governmental health
insurance programs which operate to
deny compensation to residents of
Point Roberts.
(b) Restrictions on the practice of
medicine in the State of Washington
which forbid Canadian physicians
from practicing in Point Roberts.

(4)

The existing arrangements for supply of
electric power and telephone service to

-17-

Point Roberts by Canadian utilities
subject to U. S. laws and regulations.
(5)

Present and potential problems related

to law enforcement in Point Roberts
including transportation of accused
persons from Point Roberts to detention
facilities in the United States by way
of Canada.

In addition, the two Governments requested the Commission
to make recommendations regarding any other problems found
to exist on account of the unique situation at Point Roberts

(566 Appendix B).
On 30 November 1971 the Commission established the
International Point Roberts Board to undertake, through
appropriate agencies and departments in Canada and the United
States,

the necessary investigations and studies and to

advise the Commission on all matters which it must consider
in making a report or reports in response to the above
reference.

The Commission instructed the Board to include

in such advice, recommendations or suggestions to resolve

such problems or to improve the general situation (See Appendix C).
At meetings of the United States and Canadian Sections
of the Point Roberts Board in Vancouver on 17 December 1971
and at Point Roberts the following day,a conclusion was reached

(1)

in addition to the specific problems identified in points

through (5)

in the reference to the Commission, the Board

should seek to find some longer term solutions to all critical
problems created or magnified by the presence of the
international boundary at Point Roberts.

- -:__..r....2-:aL...23 g» m;77.“.-u—m4.:/“H 1;, ~

that,

_
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s Referred to the Board for
Specific Problems of Point Robert
Investigation
(1)

s laws and regulations
The application of the custom

with respect to the
of the United States and Canada
arly perishable foodstuffs
transportation of goodsL_particul
n with the trade or business
and equipment used in connectio
same into and out of Point
of the person transporting the
Roberts.
(a)

on of rules
Clarification and liberalizati

ough Canada.
governing transport of goods thr

ulations call for the
Canada Customs "in transit” reg
through the country to foreign
sealing of all goods transported
destinations.

by bonded
Such goods are usually carried

list on a manifest all items
carriers who may be required to
Blaine, Canada
The practice at Point Roberts and
involved.
mpt known residents of the
Customs Offices, has been to exe
h sealing and accounting for
Point from the necessity of bot
e in Washington State proper,
purchases that may have been mad
suspicious of the circumstances
but where customs officers are
be transported through Canada,
in which goods are proposed to
Such
al manifest be made out.
they may require that an offici
adians who are not residents
a situation could arise where Can
in the automobile of someone
of Point Roberts are passengers
who lives at the Point.

it
Canadian Customs officials find

mal changes to the Canadian
at present hard to visualize for
the problem in a more effective
Customs Act which would solve

I

f
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way than present unofficial practices.

The possibility of

abuse would always be present; however, further representations
to Ottawa with regard to existing local practice could be made
if this is considered desirable.

In this case, as in the case

of other specific problems referred to the Board, Canadian
governmental authorities were anxious to know what the future
population of Point Roberts was likely to be as that would

have a very great bearing on both future regulations and
future practices.

(b)

Importation of Milk and Milk Products

At the suggestion of the International Point Roberts
Board, the Fraser Valley Milk Producers Association explored
with the relevant United States authorities the possibility of

their selling milk and milk products in Point Roberts.

After

a thorough investigation it became apparent that the
differences between Canadian and United States requirements
rendered further investigation useless and the matter was
dropped.

(c)

Free Movement of Tradesmen, Their Tools and

Supplies through Canada

While technically all tradesmen, their tools, and supplies
are required by Canadian law to be dealt with as tools "in
transit”, the practice of Canadian Customs officials has been
to exempt the equipment of ordinary repairmen as well as the

tools of power company trucks and the like.

Bonded commercial

truckers, however, must conform to the law at the present time.

-20-

(2)

Canada of
The regulation governing employment in

Roberts of Canadian
residents of Point Roberts and in Point
Roberts.
citizens resident in and around Point

Immigration and
The Canadian Department of Manpower and
consulted regarding
the United States Department of Labor were
this matter.

Deputy Minister
According to Robert M. Adams, Assistant
of Manpower and
for Immigration in the Canadian Department
rictions on the
Immigration, there are no significant rest
U.
employment of non-residents which prohibit

S. citizens and

commuting to jobs
permanent residents of Point Roberts from
of the Immigration
in Canada, subject to the normal provisions
Act relating to good character and health.

Such persons must

s and be
maintain permanent residence in the United State
nuing nature
proceeding to pre-arranged employment of a conti
in Canada.

pted
Given this statement of policy, the Board attem

employment
to ascertain the specific facts of cases in which
is alleged to have been denied.

None were found.

rary employWith regard to Canadian citizens who seek tempo
ment in Point Roberts,

the U.

S. Department of Labor has proposed,

Justice, that labor
subject to the approval of the Department of
of Canada living
precertification be granted to permanent residents
full—time temporary
within commuting distance who seek to enter for

employment in Point Roberts.

The proposal, based upon 3 Labor

market, would
Department study of conditions in the local labor

- 21 _

apply to full-time temporary workers, e.g.
but would not apply to TV
service calls.

construction workers,

repairmen and others who make

The required Justice Department approval has

not been received.
(3)

Problems of Health and Medical Services Including

the Following:

(a)

Limitations in governmental health insurance

problems which operate to deny compensation to residents
of Point Roberts.

The Government of British Columbia and the U.

S.

Department of Health, Education and Welfare were consulted
regarding this matter.
According to the British Columbia Medical Services
Commission,

a person who makes his home in British Columbia,

but who spends the lesser part of each year in Point Roberts,
would nevertheless be considered a resident of the Province.
On the other hand,

a person who does not make his home in

British Columbia and whose ordinary residence is elsewhere
could not apply for coverage under the overall Medical
Services Plan.
William Yoffee of the U. S.

Social Security Administration

stated that there is nothing that the United States can do to
assist Canadian residents of Point Roberts who lose the benefits
of their Canadian health insurance programs.

The United States

does not presently have programs comparable to the British
Columbia plan.

On the other hand, Canadian citizens who actually

-22-

work in the United States are covered under applicable social
security programs.

On October 30, 1972, the Social Security Act of the
United States was amended to cover inpatient hospital services
furnished to an individual entitled to hospital insurance

benefits under 42 U.S.C. 426 by a hospital located outside the
United States if the individual is a resident of the United
States and "the hospital was closer to, or substantially more
accessible from,

the residence of such individual than the

nearest hospital within the United States which was adequately
equipped to deal with, and was available for the treatment of,
such individual's illness or injury."

(42 U.S.C.

amended by Public Law 92—603, Title II, §211.)
(b)

§1395f, as

(See Appendix D.)

Restrictions on the practice of medicine in the

State of Washington which forbid Canadian physicians
from practicing in Point Roberts.

The State of Washington has recently passed legislation
which permits physicians licensed to practice medicine in
Canada to practice medicine at Point Roberts to a limited
degree.

Such Canadian physicians are permitted to respond to

emergencies and make house calls.

However, they are not

permitted to open an office at Point Roberts.
1973, lst Extraordinary Session, Ch. 11a)
(4)

(Washington Laws,

(See Appendix E.)

The existing arrangements for supply of electric

power and telephone service to Point Roberts by Canadian

utilities subject to United States Laws and Regulations.

_

(a)

_

Electric power is provided to the residents of Point

Roberts by Puget Sound Power and Light Company
a Washington corporation.

(Puget Power),

Since Point Roberts is isolated

from the remainder of the Company's service area in Whatcom
County, it is not possible to serve the area directly from
Puget Power's electric system.

Instead, Puget Power must

purchase electric power from British Columbia Hydroelectric
Authority (B. C. Hydro)

Roberts.

at the U.S.-Canadian border at Point

From the point of purchase, the electricity is

distributed to Point Roberts residents over facilities
constructed, maintained, and owned by Puget Power.

For this service Puget Power charges Point Roberts

customers approximately 8-1/2% more than it charges other
customers in Whatcom County.

Even with this higher charge,

the cost to Puget Power of this service to Point Roberts exceeds
substantially the revenue received from Point Roberts customers.

In an effort to alleviate this situation, the Board explored two alternative solutions with B. C. Hydro:
negotiation of a "wheeling" arrangement between B.

the possible
C. Hydro and

Puget Power and direct service to Point Roberts by B. C. Hydro.

The result of the Board's efforts are discussed below.
(1)

The logical place at which a wheeling arrangement

at
might be introduced at the present time is apparently
n
Bonneville Dam, where power is currently exchanged betwee

Canada and the United States.

But B. C. Hydro reports that

ctical,
wheeling Puget Power over the 500 Kv intertie is impra

.

.
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because Point Roberts'

demand is so small with respect to the

intertie capability that it could
read on the high voltage meters.

not be controlled or even
it would be

In addition,

inefficient to wheel such a small quantity of power through
the various step—down substations.

An alternative was raised

which involves the wheeling of power on existing distribution

lines if approximately one mile of a new 12 Kv line was to be
constructed to connect with Puget's distribution system in
Blaine.

The cost of constructing the new line is estimated at

about $25,000.

In addition,

needed as a minimum,
as possible.

a switching station would be

and other technical difficulties are seen

A third possibility is that B. C. Hydro might

deliver power to Point Roberts in return for Puget delivering
C. Hydro's system near White Rock

power to some area in B.

having a similar load.

Technical difficulties are seen, but

it remains a possibility.

(2)

\

The alternative to all these exchangesof power

would be for the B.

C. Hydro to take over the function of

supplying power and servicing this supply to Point Roberts.

Under these arrangements, however, the residents would not
achieve rates significantly differenthOm those they now Pay

and B.

C. Hydro would suffer a deficit although probably not

as much as that incurred by Puget.

The magnitude of the

deficit would depend to some extent on the price that Hydro would
have to pay for the Point Roberts distribution plant.
There are, of course, legal problems in B. C. Hydro

servicing the Point Roberts area.

These concern,

among others,

B.

C. Hydro's authorizing legislation which limits it to serving

the Province,

and the unwillingness of the Authority to provide

service which would bring it under the jurisdiction of the
United States Federal Power Commission and/or State regulation

agencies.

It should be pointed out, however, that B. C. Hydro

now serves a small community in Alaska without necessarily

acting under the jurisdiction of U. S.

authorities, and it is

our understanding that in the past American power authorities
have,

in fact, served remote B.

C. municipalities as a matter

of accommodation without any legal involvements.

in other problem areas,

In this,

as

if changes are to be made, long—term

solutions will depend on long—term population.

In the meanwhile,

Canadian authorities are not disposed to make any change.

(b)

Telephone service is provided to Point Roberts

by the British Columbia Telephone Company.

The Board received

d
no complaints regarding telephone service or the rates charge
for that service.

nt
In view of the above, the Board considers that prese

ts are
arrangements for telephone service in Point Rober
adequate for the current population.
(5)

Present and potential problems related to law

enforcement in Point Roberts,

including transportation of

ities
accused persons from Point Roberts to detention facil
in the United States by way of Canada.
According to U. 8.

Customs inspectors at the central

the Point
port at Point Roberts, the number of visitors to
is increasing annually.

Satisfactory handling of the influx,

zi
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however, depends primarily upon the experience,

intuition,

and initiative of individual customs officers.

It is, the

officers think, doubtful that drug or other illicit traffic
reaches significant levels.

Mr. James F.
in the U. 8.

Greene, Associate Commissioner for Operations

Immigration and Naturalization Service of the

Department of Justice, stated that in the event of a legitimate
complaint from American citizens on Point Roberts, the U.

S.

Border Patrol will respond, but because of limitations on
time and personnel,

it is not possible for the Patrol to

increase its activities at Point Roberts and still be able to

meet its responsibilities elsewhere along the border.
Mr. Greene has also said that it is not within the
authority of the Border Patrol to act as an ordinary police
force, e.g., on matters of public order.

Once a law officer

has made an arrest, however, the Border Patrol could assist
in transferring the prisoner to the mainland.
because of the problems of such transfers.

This is important

The legal

difficulty of transporting accused persons through Canada is
twofold.

Not only would the United States police officers

lose jurisdiction when an accused person enters Canada, but
Canadian authorities do not acquire jurisdiction insofar as
an alleged crime is concerned.

There does not seem to be any

solution to this problem, except that of the existing practice
whereby accused persons are transported by either air or
sea.
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In addition to the above problems identified in the terms
of reference from the U.

S.

and Canadian Governments to the

and
Commission, the Board was asked to identify, investigate,
to
make recommendations regarding any other problems found
exist on account of the unique situation at Point Roberts.

Several such problems were identified by the Board.
(a)

Potable Water.

It became clear to the Board at its first meeting that

the need
the most critical problem facing Point Roberts was
for an adequate supply of water.

This conclusion was

Roberts
reinforced both at the Public Hearing held at Point
undertaken
on December 18, 1971, and in later investigations
by the Board.

now
The available water supply at Point Roberts which

ate to meet
comes from deep wells on the Point is not adequ
number of
Washington State requirements for the existing

customers

(1,100 services).

underline this fact.

Recurrent summertime shortages

Moreover, on the basis of water mains

1,750 additional
already installed, service can be requested by

customers.

Only some of these additional customers have

requested service to date.

They have been refused service

on the basis of “no water available.”

Because of the related

tment discussed
critical problems of water and sewage trea
um on building at
below, Whatcom County has placed a moratori
Point Roberts.

_

_

Alternative solutions to this problem were investigated
by the Board.

The most obvious source of water, both for

current and any future increased needs of Point Roberts,
Canada.

is

The Government of Canada and the Government of British

Columbia, however, have no interest in exporting water to an
area which would be very largely populated by Canadians paying
their property taxes in the United States but using Canadian
roads and other facilities in their daily traffic to and from

their likely place of employment, Vancouver.

Thus there is

no impulse to amend existing legislation which currently
prohibits exporting water or to consider future arrangements

until the long-term population of the Point is known.
On the other hand,

it is the opinion of the Board that

the Canadian authorities would be willing to consider favorably
meeting the water needs of Point Roberts if it were to become
a part of a parks system with the present population ——

or at

most a very moderate increase -- which could be regarded as
an environmental and recreational asset on both sides of the
border.

Pending the development of a final decision on the long
range future of Point Roberts,

the Board recognizes that there

does exist a short-run problem regarding the provision of an
adequate supply of water now for the present residents of the
Point.

Accordingly, the Board has written to the British

Columbia Minister of Lands, Forests, and Water Resources,

asking that

he consider a request to supplement the existing

ground water supply by a specific amount (not more than

4-6 million gallons per month for the two peak summer
months)

-- for the existing population —— for a two year

interim period, during which the various levels of
government may consider the report and recommendations

concerning the long'term future of the Point which the Board
will submit to the Commission.

This would be done with the

understanding that Whatcom County authorities would maintain
a moratorium on building until such time as the agreement to
supply terminates.

In a letter dated November 30, 1972

(see Appendix F),

Minister Robert Williams stated that he would have no
study
objection if the Board were to undertake a feasibility

of supplying water from British Columbia to Point Roberts.
Subsequently, Mayor Dugald Morrison of Delta, B. C., has
indicated that

lua

would be happy to have the Delta municipal

engineer work with an engineer from the Point Roberts Water
water from
Board to discuss the feasibility and cost of providing
tion.
Delta to Point Roberts, based on the present level of popula
commitIt is understood that this study would not constitute a

ment to supply water.

Accordingly, the International Point

on February
Roberts Board wrote to the Point Roberts Water Board
Delta authori1, 1973 and requested them to get in touch with the

way.
ties in order to get the feasibility study under

(See Appendix

G).

te
A possible alternative source of water for priva
from
development would be to transport water via pipeline
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the U. S. mainland across the Boundary Bay.

Whatcom County

Water District No. 4 has estimated that the cost of such a
project would be about $4 million, a figure which the Water
District cannot meet without substantial outside assistance.
On June 27, 1972, the Water District was informed by the
local office of the Farmers Home Administration, U. S.
Department of Agriculture, that the District's application
for a loan of $2 million to assist in the construction of a
water pipeline across Boundary Bay had beendenied.
(b)

Sewage Treatment

Related to the water supply problem is the need for
adequate sewage treatment for residents of Point Roberts.
At this time there are no sewage treatment facilities on
Point Roberts; waste is disposed of by use of septic tanks.
However, due to the character of the soil on the Point, only
about forty percent of the land on Point Roberts can sustain
a septic tank system.

Thus, without solution to the dual

problem of water supply and sewage treatment, further development
of Point Roberts will be severely limited if not impossible.
The current building moratorium imposed by Whatcom County
underlines this point.
There seems to be no engineering reason why Point Roberts
could not be added to the local sanitary sewage systems served
by the Greater Vancouver District.

However, the sewage

problem is related to the water problem and both are inextricably
tied to the Point's future population,

if the cooperation of

_

.—

the Province of British Columbia and the Greater Vancouver

municipalities is to be forthcoming.
(c)

Visa Restrictions on Canadian Residents of

Point Roberts
The

Board was informed that problems existed regarding

visa restrictions imposed on Canadians who were residents of
Point Roberts.

The Department of State was consulted

regarding this matter.

According to the American Consulate General in Vancouver,

the current waiting period for an immigrant visa is eighteen
months, due to the large number of applications and the
constraints imposed by annual quotas under the Immigration
and Naturalization Act as amended.

In the past, U. S.

immigration authorities have overlooked violations by some
Canadian residents of Point Roberts, who have moved to the
Point before they have actually obtained an immigrant visa.

After they have entered the United States, many of these

persons have failed to pursue their visa applications and, in
fact, have remained in the United States illegally.

The

Immigration and Naturalization Service is in the process of
tightening enforcement of the regulations, since the more
lenient policy of the past has been abused.

This might well

create additional difficulties if private development of the
Point involved a large increase in the number of Canadians
wishing to live there.

(d)

Canadian Pension Rights

The issue of pension rights for Canadians living at
Point Roberts was also brought to the attention of the Board.
The Canadian Department of National Revenue and the Canadian
Department of National Health and Welfare were consulted
regarding this matter.
According to the Department of National Revenue,
contributors to the Canada Pension Plan are entitled to
benefits under the Plan regardless of their country of residence
at the time their claims are filed.

Eligibility is established

by virtue of having contributed under the Plan, benefits being
calculated on the amount of pensionable earnings on which
contributions have been paid.
To be allowed to contribute under the Plan, however, a
person must be employed by an "employer operating in Canada,"
i.e., one having an establishment in Canada and taxable in
Canada and meeting certain other conditions prescribed by
law.

Non—residents of Canada who work for an employer who

does not operate in Canada are not permitted to contribute
to the Plan.

Furthermore, a self-employed person must be a

resident of Canada for purposes of the Income Tax Act to
qualify for coverage under the Canada Pension Plan.

Persons

who work in Point Roberts but who reside in Canada are
required to contribute to the Plan.
With respect to another pension plan, The Old Age Security
Pension, the eligibility requirements are different.

According

x
}

to the Department of National Health and Welfare, benefits
under the Old Age Security program are paid to all persons

who qualify on the basis of age (65 or over)
in Canada.

and residence

To establish initial eligibility, the residence

requirement may be fulfilled in one of three ways:
(1)

reside in Canada, after the age of 18, for periods

which total at least 40 years; or

(2)

reside in Canada for the 10 years immediately

before approval of the application;

(3)

or

be present in Canada, after the age of 18 and prior

to the 10 years mentioned above,

for periods which total

at least 3 times the length of absences during the 10 year

period,

and reside in Canada for at least 1 year immediately

preceding approval of the application.
Once he has established his eligibility, a pensioner
may move outside of Canada and continue to receive payments

for an indefinite period,

if he has resided in Canada for a

total of 25 years after his let birthday.

If he cannot meet

this requirement, his pension may be paid for only six months
and then must be suspended until he returns to Canada.

IV.

CONSIDERATION OF TERRITORIAL ADJUSTMENTS AS
A POSSIBLE MEANS OF IMPROVING THE GENERAL
SITUATION AT POINT ROBERTS

The Board has always construed the Commission's directive

to it

(Appendix C) as authorizing the Board to consider the

possibility of the sale,

lease, or transfer of Point Roberts

to Canada as a means of resolving the problems of Point
Roberts which have resulted from its geographic isolation
from the United States.

The Board has accordingly examined

such possibilities from several points of View.
Following careful investigation it is the considered
judgment of the Board that a transfer of land from one nation
to the other is politically unacceptable.

The current

political climate in the State of Washington is such that
a proposal to in any way transfer Point Roberts to Canada,
whether sale,

lease, or trade, would not and could not be

supported by responsible State and local officials.

In 1969

the Washington State legislature passed a Memorial to Congress
calling for the establishment of a commission "to hold a
joint conference with the appropriate representative of
Canada in order to discuss the problems of Point Roberts,

Washington, but not 39 include territorial 9: historical
rights.”

(Emphasis supplied).

This fairly represents the

position of the State in 1969 and represents it today.
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A move by the Federal Government of the United States
to in any way transfer this property to Canada would

precipitate opposition of such a magnitude as to make the
position wholly unfeasible.

Any nation contemplating

cession of a portion of its territory to a foreign state
would be faced with similar political opposition.

The Board believes the recommendations contained in
this report are far preferable to a mere transfer of land
from one national government to another.

It is the view

of the Board that an international rather than simply a
national solution is a much more desirable way to solve

the Point Roberts problem.

Either a transfer of Point

Roberts to Canada or the unilateral private development

of Point Roberts as American territOry would be essentially
a national solution.

On the other hand, the Board's

recommendations are truly an international approach.
Implementation of the recommendations of the report will

lead to the solUtion of the most significant problems in
the Point Roberts area -r adequate potable water and adequate
sewage disposal.

It will make possible the orderly use and

development of the immediate Point Roberts area.

Finally,

it will lead to a long term commitment by the involved.
federal, state, provincial and local governments to work

cooperatively to ensure the protection of the magnificent
environment of the San Juan and Gulf Islands and surrounding
areas as described in Concept B.

V .

POSSIBLE NATIONAL (U. S.) SOLUTIONS EXAMINED
BY THE INTERNATIONAL POINT ROBERTS BOARD

At the first meeting of the International Point Roberts
Board in Vancouver on December 17, 1971, there emerged a
consensus that efforts to deal on a piece—meal basis with the
specific problems listed in the reference to the International
Joint Commission and other surface irritations in the Point
Roberts situation would not have lasting value.

A simple

easing of current everyday problems could not reasonably be
expected to correct basic inadequacies in the community life
of Point Roberts.
this report,

In brief, as indicated in Section III of

it early became apparent to the Board that Point

Roberts did not have an economic base which could support
necessary services (e.g., water and sewage) and yet the
increase in population required to provide an economic base
could only exacerbate many of the problems which had caused
the reference to the International Joint Commission.
Because of this it seemed desirable to seek a solution
which might best fulfill the aspirations and needs of the
year-round and summer residents, and other present and future
users of the Point, while at the same time mitigating the
problems with which all levels of governments are faced on
both sides of the border.

Point Roberts is, and has been for

r,

some years, a recreational and residential area principally
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for Canadians.

Thus, the options for the future which most

needed investigation by the Board were as a housing area
primarily for Canadians working in Vancouver or as a head-

quarters of a recreational area useful for both Americans and
Canadians.

All possibilities leading in these directions

have been fully explored.

(a)

The

Possibility of a National or a State Park

at Point Roberts

With the foregoing in mind, the Chairman of the United

States Section of the Commission and the Chairman of the

B.
United States Section of the Board called on Mr. George
the
Hartzog, then Director of the National Park Service of
the
United States, on January 20, 1972, to ask him whether
a
Park Service would develop in depth a feasibility study on

national park at Point Roberts.

He indicated that the Park

of a
Service had some years ago studied the possibility
national park at Point Roberts.

Section
In a letter to the Chairman of the United States
Director of
of the Board dated April 10, 1972, the Assistant
nal Park
Cooperative Activities of the United States Natio
be feasible
Service expressed the opinion that it would not

can national
for Point Roberts to be administered as an Ameri
park.

the United
Subsequently it was reported to the Board that

and of itself
States portion of the Point Roberts peninsula in
onal park.
does not meet the strict criteria for a nati

Since

-

receipt of this evaluation,

-

the Board has devoted no further

study to the possibility of a national park at Point Roberts.

(b)

The Possibility of a State Park at Point Roberts

Having in mind the obvious dependence of Point Roberts
on substantial resources from the outside,

if its basic

community problems were to have a realistic prospect of long"
term relief, the Board has considered the possibility of the
development of a State Park at Point Roberts.

The establish-

ment of a State Park at Point Roberts, with provisions for
development phasing, and lifetime tenancy of present year—
round residents and other property owners could, at least in
theory,

resolve many, though not all, of the problems currently

affecting Point Roberts.

For example, the State of Washington

has the financial resources to provide the United States
portion of the Point Roberts peninsula with the ordinary
necessities of community life such as adequate supplies of
potable water, a waste disposal system, police and fire
protection, and so on.

However,

except in the unlikely event

that present patterns of Visitors to Point Roberts were to be
reversed, a State Park there, publicly supported by the
taxpayers of the State of Washington would, for the most part,

be for the benefit of Canadians living in the Greater
Vancouver area.

The likeliest way such visitor patterns could

be changed would be for the provision of a transportation
system, i.e., ferries or a causeway across Boundary Bay in
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the hope of attracting visitors from Washington State and
elsewhere in the United States in sufficient numbers to justify

the expenditure the State would have to go to to create a
normal community situation for the present residents of Point
Roberts.

It was and remains the view of the Board, because

there is no overland access to the United States portion of
the Point Roberts peninsula except through Canada, the

attractiveness of a State Park located there would have to
approach or equal the attractiveness of Disneyland to prompt

outside visitors to overlook the inconvenience inherent in
y
the crossing of any international border, even one so readil

crossable as the United States-Canadian border.

On the other

hand, if a ferry system were established obviating the
necessity for a border crossing, it would inevitably raise

all
costs for individual visitors as well as taxes for
residents in the State of Washington.

has
For such reasons as those mentioned above, the Board
ion of
not at any time and does not now believe that the creat

se of
a State Park at Point Roberts, solely for the purpo

residents
alleviating the critical problems of permanent
solving
there, is a sensible or practical way to go about
their present dilemma.

It does not seem to the Board that it

would make sense politically or economically.

Moreover, the

ortion of visitors
strong likelihood that the substantial prop
a, perhaps in
to the Park would continue to come from Canad
in summer months,
numbers greater than now come on warm weekends

_
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upkeep
could make the mere maintenance and
s.
intolerable burden on public resource

of

the park an

In brief, “the mix

rts,
of users” for a State Park at Point Robe

in the opinion

as a realistic possibility.
of the Board, appears to rule it out

(c)

Development
The Possibility of Regulated Private
at P01nt Roberts

Board has spent more
In the majority of its meetings the
possibility of regulated
time discussing and considering the
than it has devoted to
private development at Point Roberts
The reasons for this are that there
any other possibility.
have sufficient financial
exist numerous private developers who
t Roberts with all the
resources to provide residents of Poin
to become a normal
material things they would really need
American community.

Moreover, a private developer, with

without recourse to public
sufficient resources, could do this
y created by a
Indeed, a carefully conceived communit
taxes.

tax resource for Whatcom
private developer could become a
far beyond the taxes drawn
County and the State of Washington
from Point Roberts today.

the United States today
There are many new communities in
They are not contributors
that are well conceived and well run.
creating
They have won national awards for
to urban sprawl.
exist by reason of theV
an agreeable way of life and they
For example, there
lopers.
farsightedness of some private deve
munities that have within
are two shch carefully planned com

—
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the past few years become landmarks within a radius of 30
miles of the U. S. National Capitol, namely Qeston, Virginia,
and Columbia, Maryland.
exist, for example,

Numerous other planned communities

in Georgia, South Carolina, Florida,

California, and so on.

Each of these communities is carefully

regulated by county zoning authority.

Moreover, there is no

added cost to other taxpayers of the county in which they are
located.
On the face of it, therefore, the concept of a carefully
planned privately developed new community at Point Roberts
which would be zoned and regulated by the appropriate authorities
of Whatcom County appeared to be in many respects feasible.
But on further examination a number of disadvantages to such
a solution became apparent.
be noted,

All the disadvantages, it should

arise from the fact of Point Roberts' geographic

situation:

the taxable property would be American and most

of the property owners would be Canadian.

Unless there was

a transfer of the area to Canada, so that the tax authority
and the provider of direct and indirect services were the
same, it could not be expected that Canada would cooperate
willingly in the provision of water and other services or even

to view with equanimity a very great increase in border
crossings.

As the transfer of territory had been recommended against

by the U. S.

residents and property owners of the Point and

as the U. S.

Section of the Board regarded the transfer of

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIJ
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territory as non—viable,

it was Clear that development of

could only
the Point as a densely populated housing area
S. mainland and
happen if water were supplied from the U.

ent Canadian
even then over the objections of the adjac

residents of
municipalities whose services and facilities
from Vancouver.
Point Roberts would use going to and coming

It became apparent,

therefore , that the same conditions which

in other parts of
have led to excellent private development
the U.

S.

are not present in the Point Roberts situation.

of the same
For them to be present, residents must be
nationality as the taxing authority.
therefore,

The Board conCluded,

ent
that it could not recommend private developm

ems.
as a sole long term solution to Point Roberts probl

VI-

AN INTERNATIONAL CONSERVAIIQN.AREA
(CONCEPT B)

The Canadian and U. S.

Sections of the Board, with the

approval of the Commission, called upon the National Park
Services of Canada and the United States to develop conceptual studies showing how Point Roberts could be the focal

point of a parks system astride the border which would offer
recreational,

environmental,

and long—term development

advantages attractive to both countries.

The Joint Study

of the two Park Services, which appears as Annex B of

this report, describes several alternative areas as well as
inVentOTieS Ofcurrent and projected land and water use
patterns.

Of the alternatives described in the Joint Study,

the Board has unanimously endorsed the proposal referred to
as Concept B.

The geographic area included in Concept B_in the Joint

Study stretches from GabTiOIaIsland to Whidbey Island in the
San Juan—Gulf Islands Archipelago.

From west to east the

area stretches from Vancouver Island to the mainland coast
of the State of Washington.

All told, the area includes

approximately 3,000 square miles.

More than half of the

area is water.

Concept B can most accurately be described as a
conservation

and recreation area.

It would include all of
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the existing public parks

-

(there are some 90 public parks

already established in the area).

It would also include

refuges in the
all existing bird sanctuaries and wildlife
en.
area of which there are approximately fifte

The

r of existing
geographic area of Concept B contains a numbe
communities.

The park system envisaged in Concept B would

lly undisturbed.
leave such established communities essentia
In addition to the above mentioned existing park
public ownerelements, Concept B would, however, call for
as
ship over certain additional land areas identified
value.
possessing substantial conservation and recreation
ent of a
Moreover, Concept B would call for the establishm
bathing
number of recreational facilities such as marinas,

beaches, and underwater areas not now existing.
would
The major objective Of this international concept
of
be to preserve the existing attractive characteristics
ding
the island archipelago region astride the border inclu
the preservation of marine and land-based wildlife,
enance
archaeological and historic resources, and the maint
of water quality standards.

In brief, the most salient objective of Concept B is
terthe conservation and preservation of the present charac

this
istics of the San Juan-Gulf Island Archipelago while
is still economically,
feasible.

technologically, and politically
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ADMINISTRATIVE ARRANGEMENTS FOR CONCEPT B

The international conservation and recreation system
contemplated by the Board envisages a conservation area

astride the border comprising a variety of existing park
areas, populated areas, and waters susceptible to use for

recreational purposes and in need of preservation with
respect to water quality standards.

The Board considers that the utilization of existing

federal, provincial and state, and local agencies within

the area of Concept B is an obvious and desirable means of
maintaining and operating existing facilities as well as
certain facilities which may be subsequently acquired.

However, the Board considers it essential that there

be established a bi-national forum through which agreement might be reached as to objectives which it would
recommend to the appropriate Canadian and U. S. Government
authorities as to standards to be applied on both sides of

the border with respect to water quality, resource conserva—
tion, population density, recreational facilities, and so on.
The bi-national forum should be composed, as is the

International Joint Commission, of three representatives
from Canada and three from the United States.

Its repre-

sentatives should be senior persons whose background and
experience desirably should include professional knowledge
of environmental matters or land use management or both.
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It is the view of the Board that such a bi—national
forum could and should be organized in a way very similar
to that of the International Joint Commission, except that
it would have certain executive powers with respect to the
headquarters area as set forth below.

A first primary duty of such a forum would be to
develop and make policy recommendations for the consideration of the Governments of Canada and the United States and,
as the case might be,

for the consideration of state,

provincial and local authorities in both countries.

The

purpose of such policy recommendations would be to bring
about binationally agreed principles with respect to such
matters as water quality maintenance, wildlife preservation,
land use development within the area of Concept B, transpor—
tation facilities,

sporting facilities,

and so on.

It would

follow from this that the bi—national forum, for example,

could recommend to the appropriate levels of government on
both sides of the border,

legislative and administrative

actions to implement its recommendations as well as the

desirability of public acquisition of any particular privately
held property within the area encompassed in Concept B if,

in the forum's opinion, such acquisition were required to

meet the above mentioned binationally agreed principles.
The bi—national forum's powers and authorities could
and should be analogous to those of the International Joint
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Commission, i.e.,

-

they should be recommendatory in nature

insofar as agreed bi-national policy considerations are
The bi-national forum should,

of course, also

have authority over its own organization.

It should have

concerned.

authority to appoint, on reference from the two Federal
Governments, special or ad hoc boards composed of competent

persons to inquire into specific matters of bi~national
concern such as marine or hydrological studies and so on.

A second primary duty of the bi-national forum would
be to establish, operate,

and maintain a

bi—national

headquarters for a park system.

The headquarters area should consist of the United
States portion of the Point Roberts peninsula and an

equivalent contiguous area in Canada along the shore of

Boundary Bay, the whole to be defined specifically in a
written instrument developed by appropriate United States
and Canadian authorities.

This instrument should be incor-

porated in federal legislation in the United States and
Canada.

Such legislation should specifically provide for

a bi-natiOnal forum with all the legal powers and authori-

ties awarded to the Roosevelt Campobello International Park

Commission in Article 2 of the Agreement between the
Government of Canada and the Government of the United States
Relating to the Establishment of the Roosevelt Campobello

International Park (TIAS 5631)

(See Appendix H).

-
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HEADQUARTERS AREA FOR CONCEPT B
l.

bi~national
The headquarters should be operated by the

several govern—
forum, as conceived above, on behalf Cf the

and Canadian,
mental authorities, both United States
park system.
participating in the proposed international

2.

should be open
Staff employment for the headquarters

r Canadian or
at all levels to qualified persons of eithe

United States citizenship.

In the Canadian portion of the

r laws would be
headquarters area, Canadian labor and othe
applicable; similarly U. S.

laws would apply in the United

States portion.

3.

to
The bi-national forum should be authorized

within the
acquire by purchase or gift any real property
in the operaheadquarters area deemed by it to be necessary
tion of the international park system.

It should also be

headquarters
authorized similarly to acquire property in the
d States and
area for other governmental agencies, both Unite
Canadian.

4.

approve
The bi-national forum should be empowered to

within the
or disapprove any development that is located
by the
headquarters area as may be defined and authorized

Federal Governments of Canada and the United States.
5.

The bi-national forum should be authorized to

boundary of
operate such facilities and services within the

to prOvide
the headquarters area as it considers necessary
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for the operation of the international park system including,
among others:
(1)

A water supply system and waste discharge
system.

(2)

Fire protection.

(3)

Police protection.

(4)

Access and other roads.

(5)

Parking areas.

(6)

Headquarters buildings.

(7)

A marina or marinas.

(8)

Beach, bathing, and other recreational
facilities and services.

In summary, the bi—national forum should have authority

to make recommendations regarding the entire area encompassed

in Concept B.

With regard to units in Concept B located in

United States territory,

the bi-national forum should make

its recommendations to the Secretary of the Interior, as well
as, when appropriate, state and local authorities.

The

Secretary of the Interior should be authorized by act of

Congress to acquire, maintain and operate any units
recommended by the bi-national forum for inclusion in the
U.

S. portion of Concept B.

made,

Similar arrangements should be

if and as necessary, to enable appropriate Canadian

federal, provincial and/or local authorities to respond to
the bi-national forum's recommendations regarding units in

Concept B located in Canadian territory.
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, the bi-national
In addition to the above responsibilities

for operating and
forum would have direct responsibility
nding on existing
maintaining the headquarters area, depe
r publicly supported
agencies to operate and maintain all othe
park lands, refuges,

and so on, Within the area encompassed

in Concept B.

EXECUTION OF CONCEPT B
s to achieve
The Board recognizes that it would take year
the ultimate objectives of Concept B.

The Board is convinced,

at acceptable
however, that these objectives can be achieved,

costs, if the process is begun now.
and local
The Board is aware that state, provincial,
problems of
authorities in the area are concerned about the
the environment
growth as they relate to the preservation of

tional faciliboth land and water - and the creation of addi
of the area.
ties to meet foreseeable recreational needs

would, therefore, be an important function

It

of the bi-national

authorities on
forum to review with the various governmental

in
both sides of the border what they wish to accomplish
in whatever
these matters and to assist and to encourage them
with compare
ways possible to achieve comparable development
able protection of the environment.

rs as
Except for the headquarters area, as such matte
nsibility
zoning restrictions and building codes are the respo

_
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of local communities,it would obviously be necessary for
the bi-national forum to work closely with state,

provincial and local authorities toward the achievement
of the ultimate objectives of Concept B.

It would also

be necessary for the bi'national forum to accept the
responsibility for making recommendations directly to the

two federal governments to achieve desirable and comparable
results on both sides of the border on matters within the

jurisdiction of the two federal governments.
To implement Concept B, the first step the Governments
of Canada and the United States should take would be to

enter into a bi—national agreement which would provide for
the following:

(1)

Agreement in principle regarding the establishment

of an international park system along the lines
described in Concept B.

(2)

Definition of a headquarters area encompassing
the U. S. portion of Point Roberts and an

equivalent contiguous area in Canada along

Boundary Bay.

(3)

Definition of the character and powers of a
bi-national forum which would be authorized to
maintain and Operate the headquarters area and to

make recommendations regarding the rest of Concept B.

_
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Once such an agreement is reached between Canada and
the United States,

it should be possible to alleviate Point

Roberts water shortage and to provide an adequate waste
disposal system within a reasonable period of time.

Should

such an agreement require amendment of existing British
Columbian legislation regarding the export of water, it is
reasonable to suppose that such amendment could be brought

about without undue delay.
The first legislation required at the Federal level
in Ottawa and in Washington should be corresponding acts
which would:

(1)

Incorporate the above mentioned agreement and;

(2)

Establish a bi-national forum having juridical
personality and all powers and capacity necessary

or appropriate for the purpose of:
(a)

operating and maintaining the headquarters
area;

(b)

acquiring and disposal of personal and real
property;

(c)

entering

into contracts;

(d)

suing or being sued in either Canada or the
United States;

(e)

appointing a staff including an Executive
Director who would act as Secretary at
meetings of the bi-national forum and who
would fix the terms and conditions of employ-

ment and remuneration of the staff;

_

(f)
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delegating to the Exective Director or

other staff officials such authority respecting
employment and direction of staff and the
other responsibilities of the forum as

the

forum deems desirable and appropriate;

(g)

adopting such rules of procedure as the forum

deems desirable to enable it to perform its
functions;

(h)

charging admission fees for entrance into the
international park system should the forum
consider su:h fees desirable;

(i)

granting concessions as deemed desirable;

(j)

accepting donations, bequests or devises
intended for furthering the functions of the
forum.

It should be the responsibility of the Secretary of
Interior in the United States to develop and support before

the Congress legislation establishing the international park
system as well as subsequent Federal legislation which might
be required from time to time to give effect to recommendations

of the bi—national forum with respect to areas in Concept B

outside the headquarters area.
procedures and enactments would,

Corresponding legislative
of course,

be necessary in

Ottawa.

It

is the Board's View that

referred to in (2)

the Executive Director

(e) above should be appointed on the basis

- 54 -

of recommendations received by the bi—national forum from
the Canadian and United States Park Services.
The total assessed value of Point Roberts was reported
to be $6.2 million in 1972 by the Latourell Associates in
their report on Point Roberts.

It is the Board's under-

standing that under normal real estate practices in Whatcom
County, a fair market value for real property would be about
twice its assessed value.

There is no way of knowing the

assessed value of Canadian real property to be included in
the headquarters until the precise Canadian territory to
be

included is determined.
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REFER is rate

Bran G.C.

Andrew,

Canadian

Chairman,

Tufcrnationnl
“()33

N.

13th

VANCOUVER

8.,

d"

“N440,

PoinL

'y/J

bemnu
Roberts

Bodrd.

AVC.,

British

Columbia.

March 26, 1973.

Dear Dean

Andrew:

I am writing to you in connection with the
information recently passed to the department in connection
with a proposal for the commercial development of the Point
Roberts area of Washington State.
I understand that the
proposal is familiar to you and was the subject of a telephone
discussion you had recently with Mr. W.A. Mills, Acting
Director of our Pacific Region.
My purpose is simply to state that the department
would regard any development on the proposed scale and at the
location mentioned in the Abacus prospectus with a great deal
While we are able to cope with the existing
of concern.
pattern and volume of casual visitors returning from the Point,
there would be almost insurmountable difficulties for us in
controlling and processing the type of traffic likely to arise

from the proposed development.
In this regard I am not only concerned about the
volume of legitimate traffic that would result, but also the
opportunities for smuggling and other undesirable consequences,
such as complaints and misunderstandings caused by high
I am sure
pressure salesmanship and warranty difficulties.
e the
recogniz
will
es
authoriti
local
ble
also that responsi
could
that
problems
litter
and
n
pollutio
n,
traffic congestio
ent.
developm
a
arise from such

To

summarize,

express to

I merely wish to

the concern we have over the problems that

you

such a development

In our View, it would be in the interest
would present to us.
of Canada to restrain rather than facilitate such an activity.
Yours

very

,

a h

t

,/l-I: ,"
/

'

-

truly,

1/

/-

'77
"/

>

.

.J,.N. Leigh,
[Assistant Deputy

f’Opepatinns.

linin'vy-

‘
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Appendix B

April 21 , 1971

International Joint Commission United States and Canada

Washington and Ottawa
Sirs:
I have the honor to inform you that the Governments

of the United States of America and of Canada, pursuant to Article IX of the Boundary Waters Treaty
of January 11, 1909, have agreed to request the

International Joint Commissionito investigate and
recommend measures to alleviate certain conditions
of life of residents of Point Roberts, in the State
' of Washington, existing by reason of the fact that
the only connection by land between Point Roberts
and other territory of the United States is through
Canada.

Point Roberts consists of five square miles of land
at the southern extremity of the peninsula which
projects south from Vancouver, British Columbia,
separating the Strait of Georgia from Boundary Bay.
Although not physically connected to any point within the United States, it is United States territory
located south of the forty-ninth parallel.
Approximately 300 persons reside permanently at Point

Roberts, although the summer population, due to
recreational advantages of the Point, is approxi—
mately 3,500.
Of the approximately 1,600 owners
of real property at the Point, over 85 percent are

citizens of Canada.
The residents of Point Roberts and others are con—
fronted with a variety of problems resulting from
the isolation of Point Roberts from the rest of the

United States by the international boundary.

The

International Joint Commission is requested to
make a study of those problems created or magnified by the presence and location of the International Boundary at Point Roberts, and to make
recommendations for the alleviation of such problems

.

which include:

(1) The application of the customs laws and
regulations of the United States and
Canada with respect to the transporta-

tion of goods, particularly perishable
foodstuffs and tools and equipment used

in connection with the trade or business
of the person transporting the same into
and out of Point Roberts.
(2) The regulations governing employment in
Canada of residents of Point Roberts and
in Point Roberts of Canadian citizens
resident in and around Point Roberts.
(3)

Problems of health and medical services

including the following:
a.

Limitations in governmental
health insurance programs which
operate to deny compensation to

residents of Point Roberts.
b.

Restrictions on the practice of
medicine in the State of Washington which forbid Canadian physicians from practicing in Point
Roberts.

(4) The existing arrangements for supply of
electric power and telephone service to
Point Roberts by Canadian utilities subject to U.S. laws and regulations.
(5)

Present and potential problems related
to law enforcement in Point Roberts including transportation of accused persons from Point Roberts to detention
facilities in the United States by way
of Canada.

(6)

Any other problems found to exist on
account of unique situation of Point
Roberts.

M

The Commission may recommend alternative solutions
of such problems and other ways of improving the

general situation.
In the conduct of its investigation and otherwise
in the performance of its duties under this reference, the Commission may utilize the services of
specially qualified personnel of the agencies of
the United States and of Canada, and will,

so far

as possible, make use of information and technical
data heretofore acquired or which may become available during the course of the investigation.
A similar request is being transmitted to the Cana—
dian Section of the International Joint Commission
by the Secretary of State for External Affairs of
Canada.
Sincerely yours,
For the Secreta y of State:

e
ngLv

stant Secretary

for European Affairs
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INTERNATIONAL JOINT COMMISSION

DIRECTIVE TO THE INTERNATIONAL POINT ROBERTS BOARD

l.

The Governments of Canada and the United States have forwarded the
attached Reference, dated April 21, 1971, to the Commission for

examination and report pursuant to Article IX of the Boundary Waters
Treaty.

2.

The Commission established the International Point Roberts Board on
November 30, 1971, to undertake, through appropriate agencies and
departments in Canada and the United States, the necessary investigations
and studies and to advise the Commission on all matters which it must
consider in making a report or reports under the said Reference.

3.

The Board is requested to review and, so far as possible, make use
of relevant information and data which have been or may be acquired
by the agencies of Canada and the United States, including the
Province of British Columbia, the State of Washington, and local
governments and private sources in both countries.
The Board shall advise the Commission on the problems created or
magnified by the presence of the international boundary at Point
Roberts, including:

(1)

The application of the customs laws and regulations of the

United States and Canada with respect to the transportation
of goods, particularly perishable foodstuffs and tools and

equipment used in connection with the trade or business of
the person transporting the same into and out of Point
Roberts.

(2)

The regulations governing employment in Canada of residents
of Point Roberts and in Point Roberts of Canadian citizens
resident in and around Point Roberts.

00.2

I;
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Problems of health and medical services including the
following:
a.

Limitations in governmental health insurance
programs which operate to deny compensation
to residents of Point Roberts.

b.

Restrictions on the practice of medicine in the
State of Washington which forbid Canadian

physicians from practicing in Point Roberts.

0*)

The existing arrangements for supply of electric power and

telephone service to Point Roberts by Canadian utilities
subject to U.S. laws and regulations.

(5)

Present and potential problems related to law enforcement
in Point Roberts including transportation of accused

persons from Point Roberts to detention facilities in
the United States by way of Canada.

(6)

Any other problems found to exist on account of the

unique situation of Point Roberts.
The Board shall also include in such advice recommendations or
suggestions for actions to resolve such problems or to improve the
general situation.

The Board is requested to prepare and submit for Commission approval,
as soon as practicable, a preliminary outline of the program of
investigations, surveys and studies that it proposes to undertake,

and a schedule of the estimated time and costs involved in the
completion of each of the several phases and submission of a final
report to the Commission.

The Board shall carry out the program in accordance with the outline

approved by the Commission, except to the extent that it is

subsequently modified with the Commission's approval.

If it appears

to the Board at any time in the course of its investigation that the
program should be expanded, reduced or otherwise modified, it shall
so advise the Commission and request instructions.
A
0.13

I
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_

The Commission may amend existing instructions or issue new

instructions to the Board at any time.
Although

they may be employed by departments or agencies of

government, individual members of the Board are not as such considered
by the Commission to be representatives of their employers.

They

serve in a personal and professional capacity, under the direction
of the Commission, and their employers or superior officers are not

committed in any way by the actions of the individual members or the
whole Board.

It is expected, however, that each member of the Board

will bring with him the experience, information and, to some extent

the facilities available in his department or agency so that best
use can be made of available resources and unnecessary duplication
avoided.
|

The Board shall consist of a United States Section and a Canadian
Section, each having three members.

The Commission shall appoint one

member of each section to be Chairman of that section and may

similarly appoint a Vice-Chairman of each section.
10.

At the request of any member, the Commission may appoint an alternate

member to act in the place and stead of such member whenever the said

member, for any reason, is not available to act as a member of the
Board.

Unless otherwise provided for by the Commission, an alternate

member may act as Chairman of a section with the unanimous consent
of the Board.
ll.

The Chairmen of the two sections shall be Joint Chairmen of the Board
and shall be responsible for maintaining proper liaison between the

Board and the Commission and between their respective sections of the
Board and the corresponding sections of the Commission.
Cllh

.

lli
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12.

Each Chairman shall ensure that the members of his section of the Board
are informed of all instructions, inquiries and authorizations received
from the Commission; also of activities undertaken by or on behalf of
the Board, progress made and any developments affecting such progress.

13.

A Chairman, after consulting the members of his section of the Board,

may appoint a Secretary of that section.

Under the general supervision

of the Chairman, the Secretary shall carry out such duties as are
assigned to him by the section.

1h.

The Board may establish such committees and working groups as may be
required to discharge its responsibilities effectively and may enlist
the cooperation of Federal, Provincial or State departments or agencies

and municipalities in the United States and Canada.

The Commission

shall be informed promptly of the establishment, duties and composition
of any such committee.

Unless other arrangements are made, members

will make their own arrangements for reimbursement of necessary

expenditures for travel.
15.

The Board shall submit written reports to the Commission semi-annually
two weeks in advance of the April and October meetings and at such
other times as the Commission may request or the Board may desire.
Such reports shall normally be available only to the Commission,
members of the Board and its committees, and Government officials

concerned.

16.

In addition, the Chairmen shall keep the Commission currently informed

of the Board's plans and progress and of any developments, actual or
anticipated, which are likely to impede, delay or otherwise affect the

ones

Board's responsibilities.

carrying out of the

This will enable the

Commission to take such action as may be appropriate to the

circumstances without the delay that otherwise would occur while the
members familiarized themselves with the background of the problem.

17.

If,

in the opinion of the Board or of any member, there is a lack of

clarity or precision in any instruction, directive or authorization
received from the Commission which needs to be removed, the matter
shall be referred promptly to the Commission for appropriate action.

18.

The Boardshall not conduct public hearings but will be provided with
copies of the record of any hearing conducted by the Commission which
relates to matters within the Board's terms of reference.

19.

Except with the prior approval of the Commission, the Board shall

not make public any of its proceedings nor undertake to publicize the
Board's undertakings.

This is not intended to prevent explanation of

activities upon inquiry.

Reports to the Commission shall remain a

matter between the Board and Commission unless and untillreleased by
the Commission.

Secretary, United States Section

D. G. Chance
Secretary, Canadian Section

International Joint Commission

International Joint Commission

Room 203, 1717 H Street, N. W.

Room 850, 151 Slater Street

Washington, D. C.

Ottawa, Ontario
KlP 5H2

W. A. Bullard

STOP N0. 86

15 November 1971

20hh0
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Appendix D

U. S. CODE, TITLE 42 ~— THE PUBLIC HEALTH AND WELFARE
§1395 .
v

v

(f) Payment for certain inpatient hospital services
furnished outside the United States.
(1) Payment shall be made for inpatient hospital
services furnished to an individual entitled to hospital insurance benefits under section 426 of this title
by a hospital located outside the United States, or
under arrangements (as dcilncd in section l395x(w)
of this title) with it, if—

(A) such individual is a resident of the United
States, and
(B) such hospital was closer to, or substantially
more accessible from, the residence of such indi—
vidual than the nearest hospital within the United
States which was adequately equipped to deal with.

and was available for the treatment of, such individuai’s illness or injury.
(2) Payment may also be made for emergency
inpatient hospital services furnished to an individ-

ual entitled to hospital insurance benefits under section 426 of this title by a hospital located outside the
United States if—
(A) such individual was physically present——
(i) in a place within the United States; or

(ii) at a place within Canada while traveling
without unreasonable delay by the most direct
route (as determined by the Secretary) between
Alaska and another State;
at the time the emergency which necessitated such
inpatient hospital services occurred, and
(B) such hospital was closer to, or substantially

more accessible from. such place than the nearest
hospital within the United States which was ade—
quately equipped to deal with, and was available
for the treatment of. such individual's illness or
injury.
(3) Payment shall be made in the amount provided
under subsection (h) of this section to any hospital
(or the inpatient hospital services described in paragraph (1) or (2) furnished to an individual by the
hospital or under arrangements (as deﬁned in section
1395x(w) of this title) with it if (A) the Secretary
would be required to make such payment if the hospital had an agreement in eﬂect under this sub-

chapter and otherwise met the conditions of payment
hereunder, (B) such hospital elects to claim such
payment. and (C) such hospital agrees to comply,
with respect to such services, with the provisions of
section 1395cc(a) of this title.
(4) Payment for the inpatient hospital services
described in paragraph (1) or (2) furnished to an
individual entitled to hospital insurance beneﬁts
under section 426 0! this title may be made on the
basis of an itemized bill to such individual if (A)

payment for such services cannot be made under
paragraph (3) solely because the hospital does not
elect to claim such payment. and (B) such individual ﬂies application (submitted within such time and
in such form and manner and by such person, and
continuing and supported by such information as
the Secretary shall by regulations prescribe) for reimbursement. The amount payable with respect to

such services shall, subject to the provisions 0! section 1395e of this title. be equal to the amount which
would be payable under subsection (d)(3) of this
section.
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CHAPTER 110
(House Bill No. 933)
CANADIAN PHYSICIANS-—POINT ROBERTS
PRACTICE PERMITTED

AN ACT Relating to physicians and surgeons in emergency
situations;

amending section 19, chapter 192, Laws

of 1909 as last amended by section 4, chapter 284,

Laws of 1961 and RCW 18.71.030; and adding a new
section to chapter 18.71 RCW.

BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF WASHINGTON:
Section 1.

Section 19,

chapter 192,

Laws of 1909 as

last amended by section 4, chapter 284, Laws of 1961 and RCW

18.71.030 are each amended to read as follows:

Nothing in this chapter shall be construed to prohibit
stration
service in the case of emergency, or the domestic admini

shall
of family remedies, or the practice of midwifery; nor
er in the
this chapter apply to any commissioned medical offic

ce,
United States army, navy, or marine hospital servi

in the

n serving a
discharge of his official duties; nor to any perso

s, in any hospital
period of training, not exceeding three year
person serving a period
licensed under chapter 70.41; nor to any
on school of medicine;
of training at the University of Washingt
exclusively in the
nor to any licensed dentist when engaged
chapter prevent a physician
practice of dentistry; nor shall this

in Canada or any
licensed to practice medicine and surgery

_66
province or territory thereof from practicing medicine in any
part of this state which share a common border with Canada

as? whisb is §9EF999999 99 E9??? siées by water; nor shall
this chapter apply to any practitioner from any other state
or territory in which he resides:

PROVIDED, That such

practitioner shall not open an office or appoint a place of
meeting patients or receive calls within the limits of this

state.

This chapter shall not be construed to apply in any

manner to the practice of osteopathy or to any drugless
method of treating the sick or afflicted, or to apply to or
interefere in any way with the practice of religion or any

kind or treatment by prayer; nor to any person now holding a
license for any system of drugless practice issued pursuant

to chapter 18.36; nor to any person licensed under any law to
practice any of the other healing arts if such practice is by

the methods and means permitted by his license.
NEW SECTION.

Sec.

2.

There is added to chapter 18.71

RCW a new section to read as follOws:
3A right to practice medicine and surgery by a Canadian

physician in this state pursuant to section 1 of this 1973
amendatory act shall be revocable by order of the director of
the department of motor vehicles upon a finding by the director
of an act of unprofessional conduct as defined in RCW 18.72.030.
Such physician shall have the same rights of notice, hearing
and judicial review as provided licensed physicians generally
pursuant to chapter 18.72 RCW.
Passed the House April 15, 1973.
Passed the Senate April 15, 1973.
Approved by the Governor April 23, 1973.
‘
Filed in Office of Secretary of State April 24, 1973.
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VICTORIA

November 30th, l972

Mr. G. C. Andrew

EllﬂQQI_EB§2UDlFE

Chairman, Canadian Section,
International Point Roberts Board,
4633 West 13th Avenue,
Vanc0uver 8, British Colunbia

Dear Mr. Andrew:

I have given serious consideration to the matter which you
raised at our meeting in Victoria on November 3rd, dealing with the
Point Roberts problems which are unique in our relationship with

the U.S.A.
Adequate water supply to the Point Roberts area appears to be
I understand
the principal problem faced by the existing community.
into
study
ity
feasibil
a
e
undertak
to
that your Board is anxious
Columbia
British
from
Roberts
Point
.water supply augmentation for
I would have no objection if such a study were
sources of supply.
undertaken by your Board, provided that it is based on the needs of
the existing population.

You will, of course, recognize that my willingness to permit
exploration of the water sapply problems faced by the Point Roberts
My view is that there must
area does not constitute any commitment.
be a strong attraction for the British Colunbia Government to accommodate Point Roberts needs, before any water supply arrangement could
receive consideration.

Yours very truly,

1
I '

.

L../...\(.t

Jr

Robert Williams
Minister

if

,

ill.
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COPY
INTERNATIONAL POINT ROBERTS BOARD
01 February 1973

Colonel Harry B.

Sames, U.S.A.

(Ret.)

Chairman

Whatcom County Water District No. 4
Point Roberts, Washington
98281
Dear Colonel

Sames:

Attached are copies of recent correspondence from Geoff
Andrew and Frank Baker.
You will note that in the fourth paragraph of Geoff's
letter, he says that Mayor Morrison of Delta, British
Columbia has indicated his willingness to cooperate in
a
joint study of the feasibility and cost of providing water
from Delta to Point Roberts.
Accordingly, I suggest that
you once again write to Mayor Morrison, requesting a joint
study by engineers representing the Point Roberts Water
Board and the Municipality of Delta.
The study would consider
the technical feasibility and cost of supplying water for
the needs of the present population of Point Roberts for an
interim period.

-;;.A«.

The letter from Frank Baker is self-explanatory.

Jails-ﬁxnﬂ—sa all?“

«. A»

V

Sincerely,

Joseph W. Scott
Chairman
United States Section
enclosures
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Roosevelt Campobello International Park.

Appendix H

Chap. 19.

3

SCHEDULE.
AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT OF CANADA AND THE GOVERNMENT or THE UNITED STATES or AMERICA RELATING To THE
ESTABLISHMENT OF THE ROOSEVELT CAMPOBELLO INTERNATIONAL
PARK.

THE GOVERNMENTS OF CANADA AND THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Noting the generous offer by the Hammer family of the summer
home of President Franklin Delano Roosevelt on Campobello Island,
New Brunswick, Canada, with the intention that it be opened to
the general public as a memorial to President Roosevelt, and the
acceptance in principle of this offer by Prime Minister Lester B.
Pearson and President John F. Kennedy at Hyannis Port in May 1963;
an

Recognizing the many intimate associations of President Roosevelt
with the summer home on Campobello Island; and

Desiring to take advantage of this unique opportunity to symbolize
the close and neighbourly relations between the peoples of Canada and

the United States of America by the utilization of the gift to establish
a Canadian-United States memorial park;
Agree as follows:
ARTICLE 1.
There shall be established a. joint Canadian-United States commission, tO be called the “Roosevelt Campobello International Park

Commission”, which shall have as its functions:
(a) to accept title from the Hammer family to the former Roosevelt
estate comprising the Roosevelt home and other grounds on
Campobello Island;
(b) to take the necessary measures to restore the Roosevelt home

as closely as possible to its condition when it was occupied by
President Roosevelt;
(c) to administer as a memorial the “Roosevelt Campobello

International Park” comprising the Roosevelt estate and
such other lands as may be acquired.
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ARTICLE 2.

The Commission shall have juridical personality and all powers
and capacity necessary or appropriate for the purpose of performing
its functions under this Agreement including, but not by way of limitation, the following powers and capacity:
(a) to acquire and dispose of personal and real property, excepting

the power to dispose of the Roosevelt home and the tract of
land on which it is located;

(b) to enter into contracts;
(c)

to sue or be sued in either Canada or the United States;

(d) to appoint a staff, including an Executive Secretary who
shall act as secretary at meetings of the Commission, and to
ﬁx the terms and conditions of their employment and remuneration;
(e) to delegate to the Executive Secretary or other ofﬁcials such
authority respecting the employment and direction of staﬂ
and the other responsibilities of the Commission as it deems
desirable and appropriate;
(I) to adopt such rules of procedure as it deems desirable to enable
it to perform the functions set forth in this Agreement;
(9) to charge admission fees for entrance to the Park should the
Commission consider such fees desirable; however, such fees

shall be set at a level which will make the facilities readily
available to visitors;

my

(h) to grant concessions if deemed desirable;
(1') to accept donations, bequests or devises intended for furthering the functions of the Commission and to use such donations,
bequests or devises as may be provided in the terms thereof.

ARTICLE 3.

The Commission shall consist of six members, of whom three shall
be appointed by the Government of Canada and three appointed by
the Government of the United States. One of the Canadian members
shall be nominated by the Government of New Brunswick and one of
the United States members shall be nominated by the Government of
Maine. Alternates may be appointed for each member of the Commission in the same manner as the members. The Commission shall
elect a chairman and a vice-chairman from among its members, each
138
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of whom shall hold ofﬁce for a term of two years, in such a manner
that members of the same nationality shall never simultaneously serve
as chairman and vice-chairman. The chairmanship shall alternate
between members of Canadian nationality and United States nationality every two years. A quorum shall 00nsist of at least four members
of the Commission or their alternates, including always two from
Canada and two from the United States. The afﬁrmative vote of
at least two Canadian and two United States members or their re-

spective alternates shall be required for any decision to be taken by
the Commission.

ARTICLE 4.

The Commission may employ both Canadian and United States
citizens. Their employment shall be subject to the relevant Canadian

labour and other laws, and the Government of Canada agrees to
take such measures as may be necessary to permit United States
citizens to accept employment with the Commission on a similar basis
to Canadian citizens.

ARTICLE 5.

The Commission shall maintain insurance in reasonable amounts,
including, but not limited to, liability and property insurance.

ARTICLE 6.

The Commission shall hold at least one meeting every calendar
year and shall submit an annual report to the Canadian and United

States Governments on or before March 31 of each year, including
a general statement of the operations for the previous year and an
audited statement of the ﬁnancial operations of the Commission.
The Commission shall permit inspection of its records by the accounting
agencies of both Governments.

ARTICLE 7.

All property belonging to the Commission shall be. exempt from
attachment, execution, or other processes for satisfaction of claims,

debts or judgments.
Armour 8.

The Commission shall not be subject to Federal, State. Provincial
or local taxation in Canada or the United States on any real or personal
139
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property held by it or on any gift, bequest or devise to it
of any

or real property, or on its income, whether from Government personal
al appro3
i
2‘

priations, admission fees, concessions or donations.

All

property imported or introduced into Canada by the Commi personal
ssion for
use in connection with the Park shall be free from customs
duties.
Further consideration shall be given to granting exemp
tion from other
taxes the imposition of which would be inconsistent with the functi
oning '
of the Commission.
'

ARTICLE 9.

Arrangements may be made with the competent agencies of
Canada
and the United States for rendering, without reimbursemen
t, such

services as the Commission may request for the orderly development,
maintenance and operation of the Park.

ARTICLE 10.

The Commission shall take appropriate measures to emphasize
the international nature of the Park.

ARTICLE 11.‘

1?
l >

‘ u
’

l. The Governments of Canada and the United States shall share

equally the costs of developing the Roosevelt Campobello International
Park and the annual cost of operating and maintaining the Park.

2. Any revenues derived from admission fees or concession operations of the Commission shall be transmitted in equal shares to the
two Governments within 60 days of the end of the Commission’s ﬁscal
year. Other funds received by the Commission may be used to further

the purposes of the Commission, in accordance with the provisions of
this Agreement.

.
l

3. The Commission shall submit annually to the Canadian and
United States Governments a budget covering total anticipated

l

expenditures to be ﬁnanced from all sources, and shall conduct its
operations in accordance with the budget as approved by the two

'
31

Governments.
4. The Commissioners shall receive no remuneration from the

Commission; however, they may be paid reasonable per diem and
travel expenses by the Commission.
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ARTICLE 12.

This Agreement requires implementation by legislation in each
country; it shall come into eﬁect after the enactment of such legislation

on a date to be ﬁxed by an exchange of notes between the two Governmeats.

Done in duplicate at Washington, this 22nd day of January, 1964.

FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF
CANADA:

(Sgd.) LESTER B. PEARSON

FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA:
(Sgd.) LYNDON B. JOHNSON
1/22/64
Washington, DC.

ROGER DUHAMEL. I-‘.R.B.C.
QUEEN'S PRINTER AND CONTROLLER 0F STATIONERY
OTTAWA I”!
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